Dear Friends,

Please join me on a five-day, four-night exploration of New York’s five boroughs, with an emphasis on some of the city’s lesser-known treasures. We will visit the wonderful Noguchi Museum, Hispanic Society, Neue Gallery, Queens Museum, and other great collections, plus dine at and tour the art collection of the Century Association. You will have cocktails in the magnificent apartment of a premier collector of American furniture and art, walk the celebrated High Line, and much more! This special curated tour will explore one-time haunts of Evergreen’s Garrett family and some of New York’s often over-looked, more intimate venues.

As ongoing supporters with strong ties to the Johns Hopkins University Museums, we are offering you the opportunity to join us on this exclusive tour. The trip price is $2,850 based on fifteen travelers, of which $200 may be considered a tax-deductible charitable contribution to Evergreen Museum & Library. As you will read in the following itinerary, the all-inclusive trip includes accommodations based on double occupancy (the single supplement is $600), private ground transportation, extensive and personalized cultural activities and tours, and exceptional meals.

Please complete the enclosed Reservation Form and return it with your deposit of $600 per person by July 1, after which time deposits cannot be refunded. Full payment for the trip is required by August 10. This trip has already generated significant interest and the number of travelers is limited. Reservations will be recorded in the order that completed forms and deposits are received.

If you need additional information, please contact Nancy Powers at 410.516.0341 or npowers@jhu.edu.

Sincerely,

James Archer Abbott
Director and Curator, Evergreen Museum & Library
Proposed Itinerary

Sunday, September 27 | Dinner

Travel independently to NEW YORK CITY and rendezvous at 1pm on the UPPER WEST SIDE, at the four-star Excelsior Hotel, our home for the next four nights. Luggage will be stored at the hotel until we return to check-in.

Travel by private motorcoach to the borough of QUEENS, established in 1683 and the easternmost and largest in area of the city’s five boroughs. We’ll stop at FLUSHING MEADOWS-CORONA PARK—the location of two World Fairs—to visit the Neustadt Tiffany Glass Collection housed within Queens Museum. The displays of Tiffany lamps, windows, metalwork, and ephemera highlight aspects of Louis C. Tiffany’s career, with a special look at his presence in Queens, where he maintained busy studios, extensive glass furnaces, and a large bronze foundry. In the vibrant neighborhood of LONG ISLAND CITY we’ll visit the Noguchi Museum, founded and designed by the Japanese-American sculptor Isamu Noguchi for the display of his modernist and earlier works. A peaceful central garden is surrounded by gallery buildings, and there are more than 250 pieces done in stone, metal, clay, and other materials, on display.

Check-in to the hotel, with time to freshen up before our welcome dinner together.

Monday, September 28 | Breakfast, Lunch

Explore the borough of MANHATTAN, founded in 1683. A morning tour of the Neue Galerie highlights early-20th-century German and Austrian art and design, with works by Gustav Klimt, Wassily Kandinsky, Paul Klee, Egon Schiele, Josef Hoffman, and other designers from the Wiener Werkstätte taking center stage. The compact museum is housed in a magnificent 1914 mansion once occupied by a member of the Vanderbilt family and designed by Carrere & Hastings, the architects of the New York Public Library.

After lunch we’ll continue to the CHELSEA PIERS for an architectural boat cruise along the
East River spotlighting Manhattan’s classic spires, engineering masterpieces, and views of STATEN ISLAND. Next we’ll walk The High Line, an elevated freight rail line transformed into a public park on Manhattan’s West Side. A green retreat in the spirit of Paris’s Promenade Plantée, this north-south running “walking park” allows you to make entirely new visual connections between different parts of Manhattan while maintaining a remarkably intimate relationship with the surrounding streets. In the MEATPACKING DISTRICT we’ll take in Italian “starchitect” Renzo Piano’s new building for the Whitney Museum of American Art, and other surrounding architectural gems, before heading to the UPPER EAST SIDE for cocktails in the apartment of art collector and two-time Olympic figure skating gold medalist Dick Button, a leading connoisseur of American Federal furniture. Dinner tonight is at your leisure.

**Tuesday, September 29 | Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner**

This morning we’ll experience THE BRONX, with a visit to Wave Hill, a 28-acre public garden and cultural center in the heart of RIVERDALE with stunning vistas of the New Jersey Palisades. The grounds include two magnificent buildings: Wave Hill House and Glyndor House, a 1927 Georgian Revival now used to house contemporary art exhibits exploring human connections to the natural world. Returning to MANHATTAN, we’ll tour the Hispanic Society of America, a museum and reference library for the study of the arts and cultures of Spain, Portugal, and Latin America, with collections unparalleled in their scope and quality outside the Iberian Peninsula. In HARLEM HEIGHTS, the restored interior of Manhattan’s oldest personal residence, the Morris-Jumel Mansion, features many 19th-century French decorations, including a master bed reportedly owned by Napoléon.

A break for lunch, and then we’re off to explore historic HARLEM, from its origins as a Dutch village in the 1600s through to its transformation into the capital of “black America.” In MIDTOWN we’ll see the restored Grand Central Station and enjoy happy hour at the Campbell Apartment, once the private office of railway magnate John Campbell and now, after a dramatic million dollar restoration, one of the prettiest spots in New York as well as one of the city’s more popular “secrets.” Dinner is at a nearby restaurant.

**Wednesday, September 30 | Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner**

A morning walk to BROOKLYN by way of the scenic Brooklyn Bridge offers views of the city skyline and the Statue of Liberty. At the Brooklyn Museum, our curator-led tour will offer special access to one of the nation’s outstanding collections of American decorative arts, including twenty-three complete period rooms ranging in date from the seventeenth century to the twentieth century.

After lunch at the museum we’ll continue to ROOSEVELT ISLAND in QUEENS to visit the Franklin D. Roosevelt Four Freedoms Park, an austerely beautiful tribute to the four-term president designed by celebrated architect Louis Kahn shortly before his death in 1974, and finally opened in 2012. The rectangular park with sculpture honoring the late president offers wonderful views of the Manhattan skyline, as well as a serene break from the Big Apple’s bustle.

Our farewell dinner tonight is in a private dining room within the Century Association, designed by Stanford White of McKim, Mead, and White. Seen as one of the great Beaux Arts interiors of New York, this social club houses an awe-inspiring collection of American art, which will be shown to us by the club’s knowledgeable curator, Jonathan Harding.

**Thursday, October 1 | Breakfast**

Check-out of the hotel, which will store our bags while we spend the morning at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Our curator-led tour of the Wrightsman Galleries, among the finest studies of Bourbon Court design in the world, will encompass period rooms and galleries of furniture and applied arts representing the ambitions and vision of Louis XIV through Louis XVIII. Such interiors were used as models and inspiration for many of the embassies and diplomatic residences used by Ambassador John Work Garrett during his over three decade career.

Return to the hotel at your leisure to collect your bags and return independently to BALTIMORE.
Eligibility
Open to Members of the Johns Hopkins University Museums only.
Membership information may be found on the Registration Form.

Costs
$2,850 per person, based on double occupancy and not including transportation to/from New York City.
Single accommodations are available at an additional charge of $600.
Rates are based on a minimum group size of 15, and costs as of May 2015.

Terms and Conditions
A deposit of $600 per person made payable to Evergreen Museum & Library is required by July 1, 2015 to reserve space on the tour. The deposit is refundable up to July 1, 2015.
Full payment is due August 10, 2015. No refunds are available after this date. Please note: any cancellations received after July 27 will incur a hotel penalty fee.
Participants are expected to purchase travel insurance.
Please consult with Nancy Powers if you would like more information on these terms.

Not Included
Accident and luggage insurance, bar costs, and items of a personal nature such as laundry and telephone calls.

Responsibility
Evergreen Museum & Library, Johns Hopkins University, and Carew Travel Consultants act only as agent for the passenger with respect to transportation and hotels, and exercise every care possible. However we can assume no liability for injury, damage, loss, accident, delay, or irregularity in connection with the services of any airplane, train, auto motor coach or other conveyance used in carrying out these tours, or for acts of defaults of any company or person engaged in conveying the passengers or in carrying out the arrangements of the tour. We cannot accept responsibility for losses of additional expenses due to delay or changes in air or other causes beyond our control. All such losses or expenses will have to be borne by the passenger as tour rates provide for arrangements only for the time stated. We reserve the right to make alterations to the itinerary as may be deemed necessary for carrying out the tour. The right is reserved to cancel any tour prior to departure in which case the entire payment will be refunded without further obligation on our parts. The right is reserved to decline, accept, or retain any person as a member of the tour. Baggage is at the owners risk entirely.

Evergreen Museum & Library, Johns Hopkins University, and Carew Travel Consultants reserves the right to decline to accept or retain any person as a tour member. Please be advised that the tour will include visits to sites and locations that may have limited wheelchair access and/or may require walking and some physical exertion by participants. Should you have a health condition or disability which may raise concern in this regard, please contact Evergreen Museum & Library or your health care provider. Refunds will be made in accordance with the cancellation policy listed in this brochure.
RESERVATIONS accepted on a first-come, first-served basis, upon receipt of registration form and a $600 deposit by July 1, 2015. Final payment of $2,250 is due by August 10, 2015. Complete form and return with payment to: Nancy Powers, Evergreen Museum & Library, 4545 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD 212180

Request for refund must be made no later than July 1, 2015. If you have any other questions, please contact Nancy Powers at npowers@jhu.edu or 410.516.0341.

PLEASE PRINT

Name ____________________________________________
Name ____________________________________________
Address __________________________________________
Phone ___________________________________________ E-mail ______________________________

# __________ Space(s) for JHU MUSEUMS MEMBERS @ $600 deposit per person
# __________ Space(s) for NON-MEMBERS @ $600 deposit per person.
Please complete the Membership Registration on the reverse and add fee to total below

$ __________ Membership Fee
$ 600.00 Single Supplement
$ __________ Total Amount Enclosed I will be rooming with __________________________

PAYMENT METHOD
☐ CHECK (Payable to Evergreen Museum & Library) ☐ VISA ☐ MASTERCARD
A 3% additional surcharge will be applied to cover credit card transaction fees.

Credit Card # ________________________________ Expires ____________________

Signature ___________________________________________ DATE ______________

LIMITS OF RESPONSIBILITY The undersigned have read the schedule of activities for the New York City study tour departing September 27, 2015 and accept any and all risks thereof. The undersigned recognize and agree that Evergreen Museum & Library (EM&L), The Johns Hopkins University (JHU), and Carew Travel Consultants (CTC) have no control over the travel, the accommodations or the dangers and risks associated with this travel program. The undersigned recognize and acknowledge such travel can result in personal injury, accident, illness, death, loss of personal property or other contingencies that may befall participants while being involved with the program, all matters over which EM&L, JHU, and CTC have no control. The undersigned agree to indemnify and hold harmless EM&L, JHU, CTC and their officers and staff from liability of any kind, including but not limited to delays, inconveniences, injuries or death, or for the loss of or damage to their personal property, however occurring during this tour or related to this tour.

This agreement is for the benefit of EM&L, JHU, and CTC only. Third parties, such as common carriers, hotels and travel agents, are not released from liability for their acts by this agreement. This agreement is covered by the laws of the state of Maryland without regard to the conflict of laws, provisions and principals of Maryland law.

By signing the below, I/we verify that I/we have read and understand all terms and conditions.

SIGNATURE ________________________________ DATE ______________
SIGNATURE ________________________________ DATE ______________
JOIN US to support the work of the Johns Hopkins University Museums, and start enjoying your benefits immediately. For more information on membership programs and benefits, contact the Membership Office at museummembership@jhu.edu or 410.516.8645.

YES! I/We wish to JOIN today and support the JHU Museums!

☐ New  ☐ Renewal

MEMBERSHIP DUES

☐ Benefactor $5,000
☐ Patron $2,500
☐ Fellow $1,000
☐ Supporter $500
☐ Contributor $250
☐ Household $125
☐ Individual $70
☐ Additional Contribution $ ______

☐ Contact me about directing my gift to Evergreen or Homewood.

☐ Contact me about other ways to give, including bequests and planned gifts.

☐ Send me information about Institutional Membership for my organization.

Your gift is fully tax deductible.

INFORMATION

Name(s)  

Address  

City / State / Zip Code  

Phone  

Email  

PAYMENT

Total: $ ____________________________

☐ Check payable to JHU Museums
☐ Visa  ☐ MasterCard

Card # ____________________________

Exp. date __________________________

Signature __________________________

ALL MEMBERS RECEIVE:

• Unlimited FREE admission at Evergreen Museum & Library and Homewood Museum for one year
• 10 percent discount at the Museum Shops
• E-notification of JHU Museums programs
• Invitations to exhibition openings and programs
• FREE or discounted fees for programs, concerts, and trips
• Annual members’ double discount days at the Museum Shops
• Reciprocal privileges in Time Travelers
• Reciprocal privileges in the College and University Art Museum Reciprocal Program